Chapter 2

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCHIVAL HOLDINGS

The FMHI Archive database presently includes 1,160 records of materials arranged and described by Institute staff prior to the summer of 1991. Josephine Evans, a former librarian at the Institute, started the archival program during the 1980s. She processed the materials described in the researcher's guide between 1988 and 1991. The Library continues to acquire archival materials that will appear in future on-line catalogs or collection guides.

This guide offers a printed version of the database records. The author catalogued these archival materials during the summer and fall of 1996 using Pro-Cite 2.0, a flexible database management program that requires an IBM-PC or compatible with at least 640K of RAM, DOS Version 3.0 or later, and a hard disk drive. The FMHI Archive database may also be used with later editions of Pro-Cite. A computer disk with the database contents is available to researchers at the FMHI Library.

The following major fields were used in the "Manuscript" template of the Pro-Cite software:

Auth: The primary author or authors of the work. This field includes personal and corporate authors. While cataloguers often ignore multiple authors (4 or more authors are generally classified under the first author, and followed by "et al."), the unique nature of this special library and the level of scholarly publication by its faculty made full attribution of authorship essential. Items in this printed guide are arranged alphabetically by author.

AuRo: The author role field designates if the person credited as the author actually served as an editor, compiler, or reviewer.

Titl: The title of the material appears in the first "Titl" field. The cataloguer assigned titles to items that lacked a given
title or statement of authority. These supplied titles appear in brackets "[  ]."

Medm: The medium or format designator field is used to differentiate print from various non-print materials that include kits, microfiche, videorecordings, etc.

Titl: The collection title establishes the provenance of the materials under one of the record groups designated in the Scope and Contents area (see pages 4 through 9).

Date: This field contains either an exact or an approximate date of publication for the item.

Extm: and PaMe: The extent of the work and its packaging method refers to the number of pages, media items, kits, or other materials this record describes. If a book or publication lacks formal pagination, the number of pages appears in brackets "[  ]."

Note: The note field contains a variety of information about the item, such as an in-house publication number (e.g., "FMHI 2"), restrictions on use, or where an article or reprint originally appeared.

Abst: The abstract designation provides summary notes or other information that assists the researcher.

Call: The call number refers to the record group or manuscript collection, and often places the item at the folder level within a specific box.
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